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Abstract
I am a painter-printmaker-embellisher. The hierarchy of these labels
shift to best suit the needs of each piece. Making an image that encourages
looking takes precedent over how it is labeled. A quickly read painting is the
enemy. I weave together complex passages on the surface to function as a
speed bump, to slow down the viewer’s navigation of my paintings. I value
color, pattern, and texture above a narrative. Borrowing the palette of Florine
Stettheimer and the repetitive touch of Edouard Vuillard, my paintings teeter
dangerously between being about the idea of decoration and being decorative.
Domesticity, femininity, and craft propel my material explorations to harness
the power of their associations.
My paintings dwell in the shallow threads of fabric. They seem simple
to make, until one attempts to unravel them. I think of my paintings as screens,
allowing air to flow freely through the interlocked layers. I leave space for air to
get through, as it is the only relief in otherwise claustrophobic paintings.
Combinations of dyed fabric, screen printed ink and flock overcrowd my
worlds. Saturated color and patterning unify the distinctive techniques.
With the help of Google, I construct imagined scenes of various tasks
being performed on loop. I am using my painting’s inhabitants to create
patterns. The events I depict take place in utopian environments. An idyllic
paradise is not normally considered burdensome, until one is forced to relive it
endlessly. The repetition of the figures functions optically first and
psychologically second. First impressions are not always accurate.
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Ode to Google
tanners and tamers
bird herd
plastic pods
rubber repurposers
Floatopia
yak stacks
How To Be Fit
stilt waterers still warriors
The embryos of my paintings can be found in this list of non sequiturs.
Lists help me to filter thoughts. As ideas come to me, I write them down
uncensored. This process is like keeping a dream journal to catch my fleeting
thoughts. Most of these ideas never become more than just word combinations, but
the process makes my thoughts more pliable. With the possibilities worth
exploring, I turn to Google. Deep Google image searches, in conjunction with
YouTube detours, leave me with a huge pile of screenshots.
Gathering footage from the Internet is the extent of my relationship to the
computer. Though technology is a huge asset to many artists, myself included, there
is something about mixing technology with painting that feels “against the rules”
to me. As penance, I make the rest of my process manual. This route is far less time
efficient, but results in a more fruitful end product.
I print and sort all my scavenged screenshots into piles and cut away parts that are
irrelevant. Throughout the research process, I collage my original concepts with the
elements gathered from the Internet. Allowing reality to mingle with the imagined
helps make the scenes believable. I can trust the viewers to bring their own
associations to a relatable subject matter.
For example, I may begin my Google deep-dive with the word combination
“claw ball,” envisioning athletes playing a basketball-esque game in the water. With
plastics claws on their hands and feet, they struggle against each other. Click after
click I find myself watching YouTube videos of synchronized speed walking routines performed in a high school gymnasium. After printing, cropping, collaging,
and re-cropping, I am able to bring my imagined reality to life, leaving enough of
“the real world” as a guide for the viewer.
I do not always stick to my original list. Allowing spontaneity to be
sacrificed for the sake of realizing the original idea seems closed minded.
Translating my thoughts directly into an image often feels clumsy or forced. I find
that including unanticipated moments from the search results can guide me to a
more interesting image. The translation from written word to visual image is a hard
thing to do, especially when the word combination does not commonly exist. The
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translation from image back to writing is even harder once the painting is
complete. The entire process feels like an elaborate game of telephone, and I can
never fully anticipate its outcome.
I am hesitant to title my paintings for fear that I will reveal too much. My
ideas, and their origins, feel more safely protected when viewed through the veil of
a painting. Hiding my writing makes me both greedy and guarded. I tend to rely on
the fact that by the time my ideas have been translated into paintings, the concept is
buried to the point of ambiguity. There is a difference between producing
something that is intentionally ambiguous and conveniently hiding behind it. To
hide behind ambiguity is dangerous because it puts more control in the viewer’s
hands, and there is no knowing where they might take it. I want to ease the viewer
through this process by taking responsibility for the ambiguity just enough to point
them in the right direction.
Phrases from a list are not a coherent place to start. It is not so surprising
that the research does not lead to clarity. I do not think I am looking for clarity. I
try to make images that make a viewer look for clues about what is going on, but I
hope they get lost in the details along the way.
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To be a printmaker is to play the long game.
“Is this a print or a painting?”
This is the question I am often asked by viewers.
I make paintings.
I am a painter who thinks like a printmaker.
To be a printmaker is to be slightly insane.
I have come to have an immense admiration for anyone who can make
prints. Every aspect of printmaking functions in reverse with respect to the way it
operates in painting. When making a print, all the elements that contribute to the
image must be planned out in advance, and in most cases, backward. It has taken
me some time to train my brain to reverse my thoughts. Once the concept has been
mentally reversed, the printing tool must be made. To generate a complex tool,
either a stamp or a stencil that will then make the final impression, is a complicated
extra step that most painters would consider a waste of time.
And of course I need to mention the constant clean up. A printer must stay
on top of the mess throughout the workday or the results become disastrous and
sometimes irreversible. In my experience with printing, rarely do the unintentional
choices have positive results in the same way that intuition can positively affect my
paintings.
Despite this list of complaints, the payoff of printmaking is worth it. I have
found that within the constraints that are provided and limited by printmaking, I
am forced to become more clever in the way I operate around them.
When I paint, I feel compelled to touch every part of the surface, usually with many
marks. It is almost a superstition of mine that I must fully manipulate every
section to consider a painting finished. Instead of thinking about empty space, I
think about air. I make paintings that function like woven screens. I can touch the
whole painting as long as air can flow freely through the space of the surface.
Printmaking allows me to fulfill this urge while exhibiting restraint.
This is my way to maintain control in my paintings. The planning required
by the printmaking processes allows me to consider multiple potential outcomes.
Intuition playing an active role in the image’s development converts my work from
print to painting. Try as I might to pre-plan every element, I end up reconfiguring
my image in response to the layer that was most recently added. Preparation and
execution are required for the printing aspect of my work. Execution and
recalibration are what turns printing to painting.
I want my paintings to seem easy to make. Printmaking, when done well,
achieves this aesthetic. The printmaker’s ego must accept the frustrating reality that
the intense effort required to create the image is not celebrated. I consider this ease
to be a printer’s greatest asset.
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Make Pink Great Again!
I like to paint with, and attach meaning to, the color pink. Pink is quite
versatile. It can quickly go from being overt and powerfully rude, to subtle and
painfully shy. There is however, a lot of baggage that comes with using the color
pink. I try to use this to my advantage while also hopefully defying its expectations.
Words typically associated with the color pink are girly, delicate, frivolous, cute,
impractical and naively happy. There is a fine line between pink in a way that feeds
into the stereotypes, and using pink to change the connotations it is associated with.
Visitors to my studio often bring up my relationship with the Pattern and
Decoration movement. When considering this movement in relation to my own
paintings, I was initially offended. I was not offended by being associated with
the artists of the movement, but by how the movement itself was mentioned as if
it came with a bitter taste. There is still a stigma attached to the paintings of the
Pattern and Decoration Movement, as though they are not worthy receiving the title
“art,” in the same way that paintings from other movements are considered art. The
hierarchy of art has successfully demoted decoration and craft to the bottom tier.
The associations to this movement made my paintings seem somehow “less than” in
relation to others.
Reflecting on this, however, I am ashamed to have ever felt this way. By
doing so, I was further fueling the discrimination that so many female artists are
fighting against. The more I see art that is negatively associated with the domestic,
or looked down upon as feminine, the more essential it is for me to stay committed
to these elements of my practice.
All aspects of my practice seem to be steeped in “femininity.” The marks I
make are “feminine.” The colors I paint with are “feminine.” The fabrics I paint on
are associated with “women’s work”. The printmaking techniques and fabric dyeing
I incorporate are considered “domestic,” or worse still, “crafty.” Instead of hearing
these comments as criticisms, I embrace these associations as a positive influence
within my practice. I want to make sure that this choice is not a passive symptom
of my work, but rather a driving force behind the images I create. This choice to
continue using materials and techniques serves as a small way to elevate the work
of feminist artists and celebrate the talents of the artists involved in the Pattern and
Decoration movement.
Decoration plays a big part in my paintings. I do not want to produce art
that is merely decorative, but art that uses decoration as a subject matter. I use
materials that speak about embellishment and decoration, then transform them into
something that functions optically, providing another layer that complicates the
viewing of each painting.
Flocking is my current embellishing obsession. I have found a way to incorporate flocking (more commonly found as the lining to jewelry boxes and the
negative spaces of psychedelic posters) into my work and elevate this “decorative”
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practice. My interest in incorporating the flocking technique comes from the fact
that it is applied as the top layer to the surface of an image, yet it is read as pushing
deep into space. Its power is in its subtlety and unassuming softness. Flocking is
glitter’s soft-spoken sibling. It has the same ornamental allure, but without
stealing the thunder from the underlying elements. The flocked areas of my
paintings vibrate against the slightly misprinted patches of color hiding behind
them. Overlaying a painted image with flock optically transforms the surface of the
painting, rather than simply embellishing a pre existing condition.
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Leisure on Loop
My interest in patterning extends beyond the surface of my paintings. The
content of my work is also concerned with repetition. The figures that I paint are a
part of a larger unit. They are joined together physically by proximity to others, or
they are psychologically unified through the idea of a team. The figures are dressed
similarly and are participating in a cooperative activity.
Synchronized swim practice, herding chickens onto a conveyor belt, and
a communal baptism are examples of recent scenarios these groups are a part of.
Whatever is happening in each painting is what will happen in that painting forever.
I am often kind and give the group a utopian setting to dwell in. The group’s actions,
however enjoyable or leisurely they may seem, start to take on a different meaning
the longer they are subjected to it. Imagining sameness for eternity changes the
mood entirely.
Togetherness highlights similarities, but it also forces otherwise subtle
differences to surface. These similarities allow me to reduce an individual to one
mark, unrecognizable from the mark next to it. The individual often functions only
as part of something larger. I am able to employ printmaking marks in my paintings
to deal with the repetition of figures. The use of stamps and stencils are suited to
replicate patterns and rhythms.
I do not like being forced to adhere to the pattern’s parameters. I break the
mold when it feels more convenient to do so. How does the pattern change when
the activity changes? With a leisurely activity, such as floating in a lazy river, the
pattern may be more rhythmic and calming. If a more laborious activity, such as
hunting or fighting, is occurring, the pattern might become more erratic and
unnerving.
The figures remain anonymous and represent the idea of people, not specific
individuals. They are rendered only enough to distinguish them from the setting
they inhabit. The action being performed is more important to me than the people
performing it. I treat the figures in my paintings as tools to talk about something
visual.
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Incidentally Seeing the Figure
Edouard Vuillard is the constant among the rotating list of painters present
in my studio. His paintings were the first to make me aware of the true power of
color and the complexity of their relationships. He is a master of vibrant, saturated
colors and also their muddy, over-mixed counterparts. Along with being inspired
visually, I aspire to achieve what Vuillard’s paintings do psychologically as well.
Vuillard has the ability to include people in his paintings without the
paintings being about the people at all. The figures are so intertwined with the
settings that they cannot be unwound. They do not feel more important than
anything else depicted. Each painting feels as though Vuillard moved about his
canvas touching everything equally. It results in a feeling that the whole painting is
more important than the parts that built it. Vuillard has made the people incidental.
In my paintings, I try to treat all elements equally. I democratically give each piece
of my painting equal attention. The two distinct elements of my paintings are figures
and the landscape they inhabit. I am interested in marrying the two in a way that
makes them appear as though one cannot exist without the other.
I admire in a Vuillard how, from a distance, the scene is clear—but instead of
gaining clarity as I move closer to it, the image instead dissolves into a sea of many
little brush marks living next to one another. The viewer is forced to think about the
painting as its surface and as paint itself. I know from experience that once a
narrative is part of painting, little attention is paid to paint itself. It seems the paint
must be used in service of the narrative instead of the other way around. Vuillard
defies this tendency. He has managed to walk a thin and shifting line between
painting a scene and painting abstractly. Vuillard’s paintings have the ability to hold
an audience captive because they never resolve or dissolve entirely.
Vuillard painted claustrophobic interiors and the people who inhabited
them. He reduced their combination to a formula. I am interested in attaching the
claustrophobic feeling to an expansive exterior landscape. I want my paintings to be
atmospheric, yet trapped in the shallow weave of the canvas. I prevent depth in my
paintings to bring attention to the paintings as objects. I think that it is important
for a painting to take advantage of the things that only paint can do. By collapsing
space, I draw attention to the materials sitting right in the surface. I want to divert
focus from the narrative depicted and instead highlight how the image was created.
Edouard Vuillard’s tendency was often referred to as Intimism, a form of
painting giving an intimate view into the personal lives of its subjects. I am dealing
with the opposite of intimism. My bright color palette and attention to surface detail
prevent looking further into the paintings. My intention is for the viewer to be able
to relate more to the brush marks than the figures the marks represent.
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What I think about when I think about water.
Water is simultaneously calm and rough.
Water is both transparent and reflective.
Water is never still.
Water is depicted, with very few exceptions, in all of my paintings. However, rarely
do I think of water as a subject of the work. Water is a useful tool, both visually and
metaphorically. Water is made up of patterns of ripples and waves, but water also
destroys its own rhythms at a moment’s notice. I think about creating patterns in
my paintings, but want to have the control to break the rhythm when it is more
convenient to do so. Water has so many contradictory characteristics that it
never feels as though its inclusion in a painting is redundant or overused. The more
I paint water, the more elusive a concept it becomes.
Water is both a symbol and a setting.
Water is a concrete thing, but often is discussed as a metaphorical or mystical
concept.
Water is a worshiped for its purification and salvation, but feared for its power and
potential damnation.
When figures are submerged in water, it is hard to distinguish floating from
drowning or sinking from swimming. In water, I can achieve a dreamlike quality of
figures and objects floating in a realistic setting. This is the one way on earth to defy
gravity. Water is a unifying field. It is relatable and is easily represented. It is not
limiting in palette or texture, as both properties are constantly changing.
Water destroys and creates.
Water affects everything it touches
Water is colorless and odorless, but absorbs both from its surroundings.
Water content is accounted for in my paint marks. I want my paintings to be thirsty
in some areas and waterlogged in others. Most of my paintings start with a layer
of dyed canvas. I flood the fabric with dye until it pools and soaks into the weave.
Using liquid more sparingly, I scrub and scratch it into the surface. Pulling liquid
through silk screens, I can achieve wet and watery brushstrokes. When not enough
ink is used, it will stay dry and hazy. I like that screen printed marks can take the
shape of a wet brushstroke, while feeling dry. I generously hydrate some parts of my
paintings, but make other areas beg for moisture.
Water is a force of nature to be overcome by or to accept.
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Being Like Florine
In Florine Stettheimer’s work, it is acceptable to let the pleasure linger. I
aspire to match this unabashed pleasure. Her work is not shy about the overtness of
its luxury or its bounty of colors. The images depict scenes of her lavish daily
existence. The velvety, twinkling, floral paintings ooze indulgence.
Using Stettheimer as my model, satisfying images are my driving force. My
paintings do not mask the pleasure I take in making them. I try to be as proudly
gluttonous as Stettheimer with my colors. She did not concern herself with trivial
details of pictorial space or any other formal expectations. The end result is purely
visual.
The power of her work is in its directness. I envy the boldness of her
femininity. From the square-defying frames to the lyrical cast of characters, no one
seems to be pretending to be something they are not. Stettheimer validated
environments that were not normally taken seriously. She was able to convey this by
making the experience optical. She was in dialogue with painters who would
appreciate the visual feats.
It is impossible to deny the glow of Florine Stettheimer’s paintings. Her
extreme lights and darks wash out the initial view of the painting, as though one is
looking right into the sun. This slows down the immediate read of the work. Once
the eyes adjust to Stettheimer’s palettes, it is hard to remember the world looking
any other way. I am controlling the speed of my paintings similarly. I think about
what can be seen at a far distance and what can only be viewed when standing
inches from the surface.
I encourage looking. In a time when the average viewer has been
conditioned to process images in seconds, it feels important to make paintings that
break this habit. Bright colors, which initially appear to be the main attraction, are
only the opening act. These colors act as a trap set to entice visitors to navigate the
patterns and textures. Once inside, hopefully the viewer is no longer concerned
with getting the story right away and can start to learn the visual language of
brushstrokes and color. I am encouraging the viewer to become a participant in the
experience, and not just a passive observer.
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